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ABSTRACT 

“SEPTOBER IN YORKAGO”: A COMPOSITIONAL IDENTITY CRISIS 

by 

Jacob Finke 

The University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 2019 
Under the Supervision of Dr. Jon Welstead 

The basis for this thesis is a new composition for jazz band titled “Septober In Yorkago.” 

The piece explores contrasting sections and styles in an effort to blur the lines between a typical 

jazz chart and a chamber ensemble work. Because of these contrasting styles, it seems 

appropriate to personify the piece as having an “identity crisis;” this thesis evaluates the ways in 

which the piece’s uncertain identity are manifested in the music and looks briefly at the ways 

famous composers have explored parody (Ives’s Country Band March ), writing from different 

perspectives (Schumann’s Davidsbündlertänze), and personal reinvention (Paul McCartney and 

Wings). Finally, some conclusions are made about the identity of composers in the 21st century. 
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“Septober In Yorkago”: A Compositional Identity Crisis 

“Septober In Yorkago” is a new piece for 17-piece jazz ensemble composed by Jacob              

Finke, written with the guidance of Prof. Josh Backes and Dr. Jon Welstead. It runs about 7                 

minutes, but could be markedly longer if a performing ensemble chose to extend the solo section.                

It is set to be premiered by the UW-Milwaukee Jazz Ensemble at their May 12, 2018, 7:30 P. M.                   

concert at the Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts on the UWM campus. 

When beginning a new composition, I often think about the directive given to chefs on               

competitive cooking shows: “Give us you on a plate.” In other words, create a dish that                

represents your distinctive background, sensibilities, and style. As a composer, I consider ways             

in which I can provide “me in a score.” Lately, I have felt my compositional identity slipping                 

into question; I usually value melody above all other elements of music but, of course, see the                 

merit of timbres and textures that are unlike anything heard before, which is a primary focus of                 

the composition department at UW-Milwaukee. Simply (and maybe a little bluntly) put, I have              

struggled to write a piece of music that 1.) pushes boundaries in a way that would satisfy the                  

UW-Milwaukee composition department and 2.) is a piece that I feel has appeal to semi-casual               

performers and listeners of art music. 

Then, when tasking myself with providing “me in a score,” I cannot help but create a                

piece that is restrained, distracted, uncomfortable, unbalanced, unsure of itself, and, above all, in              

the midst of something of an identity crisis. The jazz band idiom is an ideal place to explore this                   

turbulent duality; it is an ensemble capable of multiple unique instrument combinations because             

it employs members of the orchestra (trumpet, trombone), members of the wind band             

(saxophones), and the components of a rock band (guitar, bass guitar, piano, and drum set). 
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This compositional identity crisis manifests itself in the score in a number of ways, first               

of which is the title, “Septober In Yorkago.” From the title alone, the listener/performer can infer                

that this is a piece that doesn’t even know when or where it belongs. (The title is so corny yet so                     

fitting that I cringe with the knowledge that it came from my own brain.) 

Throughout the score, I looked for opportunities to accentuate sudden changes in texture.             

A primary example of this occurs at m. 106, when, following a full-sounding tutti section at the                 

dynamic fff , the texture thins to just three instruments playing piano . Besides this textural and               

dynamic change, I highlighted sudden instrumental changes from mm. 131-145 where the piano             

rings out right-hand octaves until it is abruptly interrupted first by the sax section (mm. 137-139)                

and then Trombones 3 and 4 (m. 144). 

The main criticism (as I understood it) that this piece received at my December 2018 jury                

hearing was that it lacked focus. A successful piece begins with a seed of an idea that develops                  

and blossoms into a cohesive composition. While I, of course, agree with that criticism very               

much, I began looking for ways in which I could “lean into” the directionless quality of this                 

piece. To heighten the wayward identity and lack of cohesion, different instruments of the same               

families were assigned unique motivic devices not found in their other family members. Measure              

3 serves as a kind of legend in the map of this piece; here Alto Sax 1 trills and Alto Sax 2 plays                       

grace notes, ideas that never cross over between the two alto saxes. Similarly, Trumpet 4 is the                 

only trumpet to use a Harmon mute in the entire piece; Trombone 2 is the only trombone to                  

performer glissandi; and Trombones 3 and 4 work as a dissonant pair, often “overstaying their               

welcome” to play a G and G# after the rest of the ensemble has stopped playing (m. 3, 31, 51-53,                    

75, 98-101, etc). 
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Among the most effective ways to create a sense of disunity is bitonality. In “Septober In                

Yorkago,” the main instance of bitonality occurs at m. 116 and following where the bass guitar                

plays the familiar V-IV-I chord progression in F; meanwhile, Trombone 1 plays a perversion of               

the piece’s theme that emphasizes G♭. Other instruments join in on the swampiness until m.               

130 when the key momentarily pivots to F#. 

Even at its final measures, the piece can’t seem to make up its mind. A big, brassy unison                  

occurs at m. 231, providing what would be an expected ending to a jazz chart, only to be                  

followed by a quiet, tentative flat-VII chord that undermines the final cadence. 

Influences 

The foremost influence of this piece was Charles Ives’s Country Band March , with its              

unique distortions of concert band tropes, its use of quotations from other works, and its sudden                

changes in texture and style. In a sense, the goal of “Septober In Yorkago” could be summarized                 

as, “Do for the jazz band what Ives’s Country Band March does for the concert band,” and in so                   

doing, I hoped to straddle the line between a jazz arrangement and a piece of modern chamber                 

music. This is not to say that Country Band March wholly revolutionized the way composers and                

arrangers approach the concert band (nor was that ever my humble intent with “Septober In               

Yorkago”); rather, the focus is that Ives took an existing ensemble and reinterpreted its usage,               

exploiting its tropes of instrumentation and form, creating a kind of parody. One of the most                

effective devices in Ives’s Country Band March that destabilizes the flow of the piece is his                

seemingly innocuous shifts into a different, irregular time signature, like the lone measure of ⅝               

time seen here, in Figure 1: 
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By adding one eight-note to what would’ve otherwise been a 2/4 measure, Ives transforms a               

simple, toe-tapping section into an off-kilter transition in which the location of the downbeat is               

drawn into question. In “Septober In Yorkago,” I used this method to remove the value of an                 

eighth-note in a measure, thereby eliding the would-be final beat with the start of a new section,                 

as at m. 65. When translating this Country Band March concept to a jazz band, it was necessary                  

to first identify the tropes and idiomatic elements of writing jazz band music. 

Having written a number of traditional jazz band pieces over the course of the past six                

years, I have spent time analyzing jazz charts like Ken Harris’s “205 Swing Street,” Herbie               

Hancock’s “Chameleon” arranged by Victor Lopez, and George Gershwin’s “Someone To           

Watch Over Me” arranged by Dave Wolpe in order to inform my writing and arranging of                

various jazz styles. Furthermore I have four years of experience performing alto saxophone,             

trombone, and bass guitar in a jazz band (The Bethany Lutheran College Jazz Band 2013-2016).               
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These experiences helped me in drawing conclusions about the common traits shared among the              

majority of published jazz band music, henceforth referred to as “jazz charts.”  

The typical jazz chart features a brief introduction performed by the entire ensemble,             

followed by a primary melody played by one instrument grouping (just the saxes, or just the                

trumpets, usually). A secondary melody (or a B section) is then played by a new grouping of                 

instruments; this form typically then repeats, with possible changes in instrumentation and the             

addition of counter-melodies. A C section, or what might be considered a bridge, usually comes               

next, and is often followed by a solo section. Certain jazz chart publishers (Kendor Music)               

require each chart to include a solo section, and most publishers also include a “written solo” on                 

which student performers can rely. Following the solo section, there is usually a reprise of the A                 

and B material, and then an outro and/or coda. (Obviously the above description of the form of a                  

jazz chart is highly simplified, and each chart has its own quirks and characteristics.) 

As far as the arranging for jazz band, I have often been struck by the ubiquitous use of                  

unisons. The previously mentioned “205 Swing Street,” for example, includes four parts for             

trumpet that are playing in unison throughout almost the entire piece (Figure 2). 

 

Presumably this is done to account for smaller jazz ensembles that may only have one or two                 

players in each section, thus rendering parts like Trumpet 3 and Trombone 4 mostly unnecessary.               

In writing “Septober In Yorkago,” I made it a goal to make each part essential/necessary and                

limited the use of section unisons to places where I was mimicking the classic jazz style. 
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Locating less traditional examples of jazz charts was not an easy task. This is surprising               

considering that as early as the 1970s, scholars were looking for ways to stretch the boundaries                

of the typical 17-piece jazz band, as evidenced by Larry Fisher’s 1979 article for Music               

Educators Journal, “Jumping Off The Jazz Band Merry-Go-Round.” Fisher decries the           

uniformity of jazz band music and mentions that there is opportunity to feature other “non-jazz”               

instruments, like bassoons and synthesizers. Fisher mentions the works of composer Don Muro             

as among the most non-traditional, featuring synthesizer and tape incorporated with the standard             

jazz instrumentation. 

Muro’s jazz works are currently out-of-print, so I contacted him directly and he was              

generous enough to send me a score for his three-movement suite The Jungle Book for jazz band.                 

It is a valuable resource to see how he notated the synthesizer and the tape, but its shortcomings                  

(for my purposes) lie in its fairly standard harmonic language and arrangement. Nevertheless, 40              

years later, it remains among the most non-traditional published jazz charts; modern Grade 5              

charts will occasionally call for the sax section to double on clarinet, but, as for instrumentation,                

that is about as far-out as it gets. I quickly abandoned any plans to feature different or auxiliary                  

instruments, deciding to focus on using the core of the ensemble in uncommon ways. 

My continued searches for modern, experimental jazz charts turned up next to nothing. I              

first looked at winners of jazz band performance competitions, expecting to find challenging,             

innovative music; the only national jazz band competition is the Essentially Ellington contest,             

which requires high school jazz ensembles to perform the music of Duke Ellington (or              

occasionally one of Ellington’s contemporaries). Reaching that dead end, I then looked at             

winners of jazz composition contests, specifically the Herb Alpert Young Jazz Composer            
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Awards . Of the 15 contest winners in 2018, only three were written for a full, unaugmented jazz                 

ensemble, and none of those three did anything particularly groundbreaking to stretch the limits              

of the jazz idiom. Most newly published music for jazz band are new arrangements of jazz                

standards that do not deviate from the expected. Even newly composed charts with hip,              

21st-century-sounding titles like Gordon Goodwin’s “Tweet Fatigue,” sound like they could’ve           

been written at any point in the last 50 years. The most promising big band arrangements (which                 

is to say: the ones that most match my intent with “Septober In Yorkago”) seem to occur when                  

rock musicians venture into the world of the swing band, like with Trey Anastasio’s “Flat Fee,”                

and especially Frank Zappa’s The Grand Wazoo with its striking changes in texture and variation               

between swung and straight portions. Zappa’s primary influence on me was illustrating how             

natural and smooth-flowing triplets and quintuplets can sound in a jazz setting.  
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I have often been accused (rightfully so) of writing rigid rhythms, so my inclusion of quintuplets                

(m. 42, mm. 113-115) and triplet passages (mm. 97-104, e. g.) show me meekly trying to loosen                 

the rigidity in some small way. 

When speaking of an identity crisis in a musical context, it is important to mention the                

man who suffered a true crisis of identity more than probably anyone in music history -- Robert                 

Schumann. Schumann famously experienced hallucinations, suffered depression, died in a          

mental institution, and had what would probably now be diagnosed as dementia (or possibly              

even schizophrenia). His mental illness manifested itself in his “Davidsbündler” writings, in            

which different characters (Florestan, Eusebius, Raro, etc.) represented different facets of           

Schumann’s thinking. This culminated in his Davidsbündlertänze, a collection of character           

pieces for piano that are meant to serve as musical conversations between the fictional Florestan               

(the impulsive, daring side of Schumann) and Eusebius (the reserved, poetic side). I do not mean                

to equate Schumann’s mental anguish with my own “compositional identity crisis” (or imply that              

he did not have control over his faculties for most of his life), but it is an inventive compositional                   

idea to write a piece as if you were someone else, or from someone else’s point of view. This is a                     

method I have employed throughout “Septober In Yorkago,” and especially at the section around              

mm. 46-54; hopefully, an illusion is created that the jagged rhythms, parallelism, and bitonality              

in this section were written by a different mind (or a vastly different part of the same mind) than                   

the sections that precede and follow it. 

As mentioned earlier, the jazz band set-up allows for the infusion of influences from so               

many different genres across the musical spectrum, not least of which is popular music of the last                 

50 years. The music I’ve listened to “for fun” (while walking, driving; in the background; etc.)                
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while composing this piece has been, largely, Wings (Paul McCartney’s post-Beatles band that             

lasted from 1971 to 1981), so to not mention them would be painting an incomplete picture of                 

my work on this piece. McCartney is an interesting musical figure to consider under the topic of                 

musical identity crises. His career shifts seem to be more like personal reinventions than any               

kind of “crisis.” Certainly, reinventing oneself is a cornerstone of pop and rock music and is the                 

only way for an artist with McCartney’s longevity to hope to stay relevant; many artists have had                 

big career shifts, but none match McCartney’s in scope. From his early days in the ‘60s, when he                  

briefly went by “Paul Ramon” in an attempt to seem French to the ‘70s when he wrote liner                  

notes for his own albums under the pseudonym Clint Harrigan and produced an entire orchestral               

album under the guise of Percy “Thrills” Thrillington, McCartney’s different personalities have            

abounded throughout his career. His electronic work as part of the duo The Fireman and his                

orchestral works and film scores also serve to illustrate the breadth of McCartney’s identity as a                

composer. 

Even Wings, as a collective unit, had multiple identities, releasing a 1974 single under              

the name The Country Hams and a 1977 single as Suzy & The Red Stripes. A Wings song that I                    

believe fits in the lineage of Country Band March is “Picasso’s Last Words (Drink To Me)”                

(co-written by Paul and Linda McCartney) from Band On The Run . It is a simple folk-like song                 

that devolves (or evolves, depending on one’s perspective) into a kind of collage/mosaic/mash-             

up of songs that had been previously heard on Band On The Run , including “Jet” (1:56-2:38) and                 

“Mrs. Vandebilt” (4:59-5:52). (The album’s title track is briefly sampled following the next song              

“Nineteen Hundred and Eighty Five.”) These odd reinterpretations along with samples of            

someone speaking French give “Picasso’s Last Words” a dream-like quality. A direct influence I              
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drew from this song is the sudden drum beat that appears at 0:56-0:59, aggressively interrupting               

the drinking-song mystique for a few seconds, never to reappear. This directly inspired the              

rock-like riff that shows up out of the blue in mm. 43-45, 201 and 201-203 of “Septober In                  

Yorkago.” 

Conclusions 

“Septober In Yorkago” is a piece that lacks self-awareness written by a composer who is               

painfully self-aware. The piece bounds obnoxiously through too-short sections that never fully            

develop or lead anywhere. It is loud when you’d like it to be soft; it is tame when you’d like it to                      

be surprising; it remains traditional where you’d like it to push boundaries. It is a conflicted                

piece, and its success, I believe, lies largely in how it is framed and an understanding of my                  

intents as a composer, which I have attempted to describe in the preceding pages. 

Years ago, when I imagined myself in the final stages of a master’s program, I assumed I                 

would have a clear compositional identity, composing almost exclusively for one genre or             

ensemble; but that is not the case. I was, and remain, a composer described by my professors as                  

“reserved” and “shy.” It would be paradoxical for my compositional identity to be tied to the big,                 

brash, swaggering jazz ensemble, yet it is a style to which I am quite frequently drawn. For the                  

21st century composer, a quest for an identity as a composer may be a lifelong search. Gone are                  

the days of Verdi when one could compose (almost) exclusively operas, or the days of Chopin,                

who wrote almost exclusively for the piano. In some ways, the modern composer, in order to                

have a successful career, must have a kind of compositional identity crisis. It is a necessity as he                  

or she bounces from writing symphonies to commercial jingles to electronic music to sacred              

music and anything that may be asked of him or her. In this way, I feel my unstable identity is a                     
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benefit to me, and my next step is not to go from writing many styles poorly to writing one style                    

well, but to learn to write well in any and every musical style. This is no easy feat, but it must be                      

the aim of every composer living in modern times. 
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